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SOBRE
LAS
MANOS
Introducción
Esta publicación cierra la última fase
del Proyecto de Innovación Educativa
“Sobre las Manos” desarrollado en
el curso 2011 – 2012 en la Escuela
Técnica Superior de Arquitectura de la
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid.
Presenté dicho proyecto como
miembro del Grupo consolidado de
Innovación Educativa
Hypermedia
en la convocatoria abierta por la
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid en
Junio de 2011 dentro del marco de
Proyectos coordinados por el Centro.
Fue reconocido en Julio del mismo año,
obteniendo una dotación económica
de 3000 euros. Dicha cantidad fue
destinada a los honorarios de la
arquitecta Katerina Psegiannaki como
investigadora colaboradora
(1800
euros) y a la difusión de todo lo realizado
a través de comunicaciones y de esta
publicación que estamos presentando
(1200 euros).
El PIE, que nació de un interés existente
dentro de un grupo interdisciplinar de
la Universidad, ha permitido llevar a

cabo múltiples acciones (ver diagrama
adjunto) que abarcan distintos
campos, desde la reflexión intelectual
y la investigación hasta la pedagogía
aplicada a la docencia.
Consecuentemente, el número de
personas implicadas ha sido muy
amplio y variado. Alumnos de grado,
de
posgrado,
investigadores
y
profesionales de distintas carreras y
países han colaborado durante diez
meses y han hecho posible que este
proyecto que damos ahora a conocer,
pueda considerarse un éxito desde el
punto de vista tanto de los resultados
obtenidos en el área docente, como en
las acciones desarrolladas y reconocidas
por otros organismos y finalmente,
en las líneas de investigación que
ha abierto y que previsiblemente
continuarán desarrollándose en el
futuro.
El proyecto, no solamente ha cumplido
las expectativas asumidas en cuanto a
los intereses propuestos por el Centro
relativos al fomento de proyectos
3

interdisciplinares en la titulación de
grado que pudieran orientarse también
a las enseñanzas medias a través de
su inclusión en OCW (Open Course
Ware), sino que ha planteado líneas
estratégicas de investigación ligadas
a la innovación educativa mediante la
consolidación de una pedagogía en
torno a los procesos del “extrañamiento”.
Mediante acciones encaminadas a
“liberar las manos” a través de la
movilización de la imaginación, se ha
descubierto la posibilidad de aplicar
procesos similares a otros ámbitos del
contexto educativo y poder acceder
a nuevas formas de conocimiento
y entendimiento del mundo que
nos rodea desde unas perspectivas
innovadoras y acordes con el presente
global en el que nos encontramos.
Las propias acciones – de carácter muy
diverso – se han hecho acompañar
por investigaciones teóricas a través
de blogs, comunicaciones, ponencias,
artículos y tesis en desarrollo, cuya
sinergia ha producido un conjunto de
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información de tal extensión que han
hecho necesario recurrir a códigos QR
para permitir el acceso a los contenidos.
Es por ello, que la parte central de esta
publicación se dedica a la experiencia
docente del curso ATHENS, desarrollado
en noviembre de 2011 en la ETSAM para
un grupo de alumnos de universidades
europeas, motivo por el que la mayoría
de los contenidos aparecen en ingles
que ha sido el lenguaje utilizado en la
mayoría de las acciones y en su difusión.
La primera tirada de esta publicación
es reducida, debido a su escaso
presupuesto acorde a los tiempos que
nos ha tocado vivir, pero suficiente
para permitir una distribución en
las bibliotecas de las principales
universidades españolas y europeas.
Nuestro agradecimiento a la Universidad
Politécnica de Madrid, en especial
al Vicerrectorado de Ordenación
Académica e Innovación Educativa por
confiar en nosotros y fomentar a través
de estas convocatorias el desarrollo de

Proyectos de Innovación Educativa, tan
inusuales en otras Universidades.
Y por supuesto, mi agradecimiento
personal a todos aquellos que de una
u otra manera han puesto su energía
y su saber para hacer posible esta
experiencia que ahora concluye, pero
que con toda seguridad, servirá de base
para muchas otras acciones en el futuro:
a Javier Argota, a Almudena de Benito,
a Ioannes Busca, a Rodrigo Delso, a
Josefina Flores, a Efi Giannopoulou,
a Liana Grigoriadou, a Anthi Kosma,
a Lola Martínez , a Gonzalo Pardo, a
Katerina Psegiannaki, a Eduardo Roig,
a Javier Seguí, a Angelique Trachana,
a Francisco G. Triviño, a Tania Úgena,
a los colectivos de especuladores y a
100x10 .
Y por supuesto a la Dirección de
mi escuela que sigue confiando en
nosotros, en especial Fernando, Martín
y Alfredo.
La responsable del proyecto,
Atxu Amann y Alcocer
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WORKING
WITH
HANDS
Surprised with the common, accustomed to the strange.
Last November, at the School of
Architecture of Madrid, a heterogeneous
group formed by twenty students and
six teachers from different academic
backgrounds and nationalities shared
an intensive workshop. Its title,
“Working With Hands” was purposefully
misleading and did not illustrate our
real intention, which was to place hands
at the center of human activity, from
the daily survival level to the artistic
one, contemplating hands as makers,
models, mediums and instruments of
art.
Defamiliarization-estrangement*.
Could hands be understood separated
from our own body experience? A
gradual defamiliarization process in
order to achieve this difficult goal was
set off. Defamiliarization like a scientific
approach is based on the consideration
that any identity (object, action,
place or being) must be placed out of
ourselves in order to be known critically
and independently from our daily lives
and believes.
The semantic defamiliarization, the
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divorce between signifier and signified,
the creation of sign systems capable
of producing inedited meanings, are
revealed, as instruments of struggle
against the reified universe of the
“ordinary “. 1

We had experimented with this process
before in other areas of our work but it
was the first time we tried to experience
using a part of our body. We knew
that this feeling of “estrangement” (or
defamiliarization) arises spontaneously
in repetitive daily situations, for
example, when the butcher manipulates
pieces of animal meat or the surgeon
operates on the human body. However
considering these operations as

scientific approaches and objective
analysis of reality, produces a particular
knowledge we are interested in. It is like
seeing frames of a movie in which every
image is a striking appearance.
Act first; reflect afterwards. We
strategically developed diverse actions
that gradually removed different
knowledge layers in order to avoid
global perceptions we are accustomed
to.
We first introduced ourselves by shaking
our hands “without seeing”. With our
eyes blindfolded we had to model our
partners’ faces with our hands, but when
finally we could see what our hands had
produced, we were left “without voice”.
So, we had to introduce ourselves this
time only with our hands using signs, an
unknown language for most of us.
Without seeing, without speaking,
without hearing, little by little we went
on removing our knowledge layers until
we managed to lose our memory. We
were left “without prejudices”, “without
restricting thoughts”.
Cartography. Once we had finally

managed to consider hands as images,
we started our cartography by creating
a four meters long matrix full of partial
conceptual maps. Diverse layers of
images organized in unexpected
categories allowed us to discover
new relationships among unknown
variables and parameters about hands,
while old categories like gender, race,
origin or other nonsense divisions were
being destroyed. This singular strategy
was inspired on Aby Warburgh´s work
“Atlas”.

What a hand is. With our endless but
completed atlas, we tried to establish
the limits and definitions of our research
object: a hand is anything different from

those things that are not hands.
It was easy to guess the time for
imagination had come to take place
in our “defamiliarization” process. We
produced some “monster hands”. We
enjoyed altering measures; modifying
structures, textures and colors;
changing proportions and geometries.
Hands in motion. We wanted to set
our monster hands in motion, but they
were almost immobilized. Handicapped
and disabled hands amplyfied our
desire to move them under nonhabitual gestures. Flamenco dance and
flamenco music produced by hands
appeared to help us continue with our
“defamiliarization” process this time in
the field of movement.
Dance is constructed with movements
that have nothing to do with the habitual
gestures. If art uses the “ordinary”, it’s
just a material within an unexpected
interpretation, or under a sharply
deformed mask.2
Conclusion: World as an atlas.
“Working With Hands” was an active
metaphoric course where we came

to approach the world around us
through actions of “defamilarization”
from everyday life, in order to blur the
boundaries between the strange and
the ordinary by including variables that
encourage the inclusion of the “other”
in our mapping of the world.

...a hand is anything different from
those things that
are not hands...

Perhaps the most important social and
ideological challenge when it comes to
art education is to assume our fault in
our daily lives and our responsibility to
struggle hard to ensure decent lives for
everybody, without exclusions.
1, 2: Manfredo Tafuri, Formalismo y vanguardia entre la NEP y el
primer plan Quinquenal, en Jean-Louis Cohen, Constructivismo
ruso : sobre la arquitectura en las vanguardias ruso-soviéticas
hacia 1917 (Barcelona: Ediciones del Serbal, 1994)
* Defamiliarization=Estrangement
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ATHENS
Working With Hands
Working With Hands, is the title of an experience carried out in a winter intensive
five day workshop at the School of Architecture of Madrid as part of Advanced
Technology High Education Net System
(ATHENS). It was thought and completed
by a group of people coming from different backgrounds and using “hands” as the
common subject.
Hands were considered as makers, mod-

els, mediums and instruments, from the
daily level of pure necessity to the highest level of creation. The main objective
of the course was to raise strategies of
understanding hands as the object of
study, far from our own body experience.
We had to set up a defamiliarization process through strategies that from diverse
actions led us to work on different knowledge levels:

1. Without Sight, Without Voice, Repetitive Actions, What a hand is: cartography.
2. Hands in Art, Hands Free, Deformed
Hands.
3. Hands in Motion, Sign Language, Body
language, Flamenco Hands
4. Sound Hands, Hands and Instruments,
Hands in Fighting
5. About Hands-Final Proposals. Closing
Action-Collaborating Hands.

...WORKINGWITHHANDS.MADRIDSCHOOLOFARCHITECTURE.NOV.2011....
Responsible Professor:
Atxu Amann
Responsible Researcher:
Katerina Psegiannaki
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Colaborating Professors:
Efi Giannopoulou
Anthi Kosma
Lola Martínez Ramírez
Gonzalo Pardo
Katerina Psegiannaki
Tania Ugena Candel

Guest Professors:
Jean Augier: Ninjutsu
Rodrigo Delso: Poker Body
Language
Elena Ortiz Carrasco: Sign
Language

Athens Course Participants:
Augier Jean, Bauerova
Monika, Cerna Zuzana,
Copa Blerta, Daum Rebecca, Gaudray Gordon, Goblet Caroline, Gonul Tenay,
Horiuti Hector, Jandova
Martina, Karacor Keziban,
Karkukli Esma, Koci Jiri,
Lanoe Marie-alice, Leote
Santos Joana, Maiorana

Chiara, Malosikova Sarka,
Nowicka Dorota , Quota
Marianna, Zanetti Jacopo

.

09:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00

PRADO MUSEUM:
Hands in painting

WITHOUT SIGHT:
The hand touching. Hand
with Hand.
WITHOUT SIGHT:
The hand touching. Feel
the other. Hands and matCITY WALK:
ter.
Urban Hands in action
CONTINUOUS ACTION:
Learning to Knit
WITHOUT VOICE:
Hands used as language.
LUNCH BREAK
LUNCH BREAK

CASTANETS:
Learning to play the casSIGN LANGUAGE:
tanets
Lecture and breakfast con- UNEXPECTED ACTION:
MADRID BY HANDS:
versation
Learning to use hands in Action in the city. Editting
PERFORMING HAND:
Martial Arts
videos
Hands used as language.
Design a language of SOUND HAND:
Hands making noise or
signs.
sound. Impact hands and
objects.
LUNCH BREAK

LUNCH BREAK

LUNCH BREAK

14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00

LEARNING TO THINK:
Lecture
WITHOUT VOICE:
Presentation
WHAT A HAND IS?:
Variables and parametrisation of hands. Making
an Atlas.

WHAT A HAND IS?:
Presentation

SOUND HAND:
BODY LANGUAGE:
Learning to play the Presentation
Poker
MADRID BY HANDS:
PERFORMING HAND:
Action in the city of MaPresentation
drid. Hands as the prinMONSTER HANDS:
cipal agent to know the
The forming hand. Observe
city and the people.
the hand in the process of
making. Transforming the FLAMENCO HAND:
matter, transforming the The dancing hand. Move
hand.
into the space generated
between our hands. Hands
HANDS IN SCIENCE FICTION:
and body in motion.
Lecture
SIGN FLAMENCO:
Make a choreography combined sing language and
flamenco movements.

MADRID BY HANDS:
Presentation
SCARF:
Closing Action

20:00
21:00

TABLAO FLAMENCO

MADRID BY NIGHT

22:00
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The first “Working with Hands” workshop’s experience provided the students a different way to meet each
other on the first day of the course. The
aim was to achieve a progressive knowledge through several steps of recognition by means of touching. During the
course, three different approach levels
were carried out with the students to
get them involved without any visual
image only by using their hands in or-

der to meet each other in their first
contact. The first step of this experience
was developed in the corridor outside
of the classroom where all students
were placed in a queue and blinded.
They had to introduce themselves by
shaking their hands as they were hearing the teacher’s voice welcoming them
to the course. They answered politely
saying their names quietly.
Once all of us were in the classroom,

blinded participants were left in the
empty and silent space. While teachers
were watching and registering all their
reactions and movements, silence was
changing into a whisper guided by the
unawareness of what was going to happen. Short sentences could be heard in
the middle of that possible discomfort,
assuming the conscious awareness of
being deprived of the most common
used sense; the sight.

Touch produces different sensory information from that provided by the eye. Touch is
not just reactive but also an active sense.1

...DAY1.H10:30.WITHOUTVIEW.INTRODUCINGACTION.GROUPAL.INSIDE....
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Description: One by one,
students are suddenly
caught and get blinded
by a stranger while
somebody is shaking
their hands as a natural welcoming gesture.
Then all of them are
left inside the classroom where there is no
other option than feel,

touch, smell and bump
into each other, unless
someone decides to become a statue or remove
his or her blindfold. Nobody did anything of
that.

It seems that people are
willing to have new experiences that break the monotony of their daily lives.

References: 1. Richard Sennet,
“The Craftsman”

In the second step experience, once
students were get used to be blind,
they were suggested to choose a classmate among them. We didn’t explain
what to expect or what they were going

to do; just pick out a classmate among
the crowd. We wanted them to make
that choice using the most natural of
the criteria, almost an animal instinct
based only in a touching experience

(also smelling that was not neutralized).
Music was on in order to avoid speaking
and make them feel comfortable while
they were wandering around the classroom.

I think we got blind, I think we are
blind, blind people that can see,
blind people that seeing, can’t see.2

....DAY1.H10:30.WITHOUTVIEW.INTRODUCINGACTION.GROUPAL.INSIDE..
Description: Students
are placed in two parallel rows. They start
moving to their left
like a continuous belt,
stopping to feel the person that is opposite to
them. Once the choice
and the couple agreement are done they
wait apart.

Elements:
blindfold,
free space

https://vimeo.
com/32112050

From an outsider’s perception, one can be aware of
the difficulty of being free
in a world dominated by
the sight. Also one can feel
that our hands can see and
draw accurate images in
our brain.

References: 2 Jose Saramago, Ensaio sobre a Cegueira (Blindness)
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In the third step experience regards to
“without sight”, participants had to reproduce their partner’s face in white
clay. Trying to capture the physiognomy features only by touching,
measuring and feeling with their
hands, they explored and modeled
a three dimensional volume. Music
had fallen slowly almost to reach a
silence that nobody attempted to
break. Now, blind artisans, sitting
quietly, attended their duties in an
unusual atmosphere where smiles
and all those signs of nervousness
had disappeared to show eyeless
concentrated faces guiding their
hands.

...DAY1.H11:00.WITHOUT SIGHT.PERCEPTIVEACTION.PAIRWORK.INSIDE....
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Description: In pairs,
blinded students sitting
opposite each other,
mold in a piece of white
clay the data collected
by their hands while
touching their partners’
faces. Elements: blindfold, DAS plastiline, dim
light, low music, tables
and chairs

https://vimeo.
com/32111877

When the environment is
physically and emotionally
appropriate, humans accept changes; sometimes
they get used to it and do
their best, acting according
to the new circumstances.

One can see that we certainly think with our hands
developing clear, fair and
worthy thoughts.

We are used to rely heavily on the sense
of sight. Our approach to others, when
we are able to see, contains many prejudices coming from visual data such as
our specific way of dressing, age, gender, social role, ethnic group and so on.
By taking away the sense of sight we
wanted to get the students be aware
about perception inputs linked to ideology as well as make them concern
about unusual facts of recognition such
us weight, softness, warmth, move-

ment, density, texture and moisture felt
by their hands. We also wanted to make
them concern about other facts of recognition, such us the voice tone and
the speech fluency, registered by other
senses like hearing or even the smell as
the most primitive sense that provokes
the most durable memories.
Being in a starting point of the workshop we wanted to set “hands” as the
basic instrument to recognize, explore
and produce. Taking as a reference Ar-

rendt’s writings we work out a pedagogy based on the concept of “first acting
and then thinking”. In this way students’
experience, is being understood as different points of view and ways of approaching objects and sceneries. Thus,
we make a statement of the experimental part of the workshop predisposing
students for further experiences, leaving them immersed in the environment
and empathize easier through the absence of visual prejudices.

....DAY1.H11:00.WITHOUT SIGHT.PERCEPTIVEACTION.PAIRWORK.INSIDE...
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In our
“in-betweens”* when
we were not manipulating
anything - we were just listening or
speaking - we used to knit as an automatic action that joined all of us in the same
movement as well as all workshop’s activities
between them. While we were knitting, the class
changed into some known scenery that belongs
to the past, when our grandmas were unceasingly
fabricating textiles leaving their hands to perform
repetitive movements just adding and subtracting
knots. But this time, all of us, men and women,
were knitting together. [*]We have named “inbetweens” those space-time periods in our
daily life when nothing is happening
because one action has finished
and a new one hasn´t
started yet.

...DAY1.H12:00.LEARNINGTOKNIT.CRAFTSMANSHIP.INDIVIDUAL.INSIDE....
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Description: We sit
forming a circle with
the needles and the
yarn in our hands.
Atxu starts to knit very
slowly as she is moving
among students that
are trying to imitate her
movements.
Elements: knitting needles, wool-ball

When participants recover
their view we sat in a circle
and after talking about the
previous activity we show
them how to knit.

Instructions to knit. The cast on. Before
you knit, you need to learn to cast on.
The knit cast on
begins with a slip
knot. To make a
slip knot, hold
the yarn so that
the tail of the yarn
ball is hanging in front of your hand. Wrap
the yarn loosely behind your first two fingers of your left hand. The yarn
should loop all the way around
your fingers clockwise. Take the
part of the yarn that's attached
to the ball and slip it back under
the loop behind your fingers.
Then slide this off your fingers,
pull to tighten slightly, and slip
it over the needle.
The Knit Stitch. In the explanation of this knit stitch, the yarn
from the ball is held in your
left hand. (it could be done in
the right one). The needle with

the stitches and the yarn is held in your
left hand. The needle in your right hand is
empty to begin.
Insert the right
hand
needle
from front to
back through the
loop closest to
you on the left needle. Lay the yarn over
the right needle, so that it is wrapped

away from you. Pull the wrapped yarn
through with the right hand needle. You
will have a loop
on the right needle. Now remove
the stitch from
the left needle.
Continue the process for each stitch on the left needle.

....5DAYS.IN-BETWEEN. KNITTING.CRAFTSMANSHIP. INDIVIDUAL.INSIDE..
Description:
Participants are suggested to
go on knitting as their
hands are not doing
anything else.

https://vimeo.
com/41423461

We were really surprised by
the impact that this action
caused in the participants
who couldn´t stop knitting
throughout the workshop.
During childhood learning happens by imitating.
That’s the natural way to
learn.

References: * Richard Sennet,
“The Craftsman”,our grandmother, the artisans
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After taking away the sight, and learn
how to make without thinking if it is
necessary, it was time to remove another sense: the hearing. By eliminating
one by one all senses, we develop and
enhance the use of the others. Participants were asked to work in pairs with
their previously chosen classmates, in
order to make a brief presentation of
themselves by recording a video where

hands were the only narrative tool. By
watching the videos we realized the
difficulty of exploring the freedom of
hands because our imaginary sign language is ruled by stereotypes. Most of
the students used the whole body - especially to show action terms - or their
whole arms instead of their hands.
When they did use only their hands they
reproduced image symbols with their

fingers rather than expressed emotions
with gestures. For example in order to
say “I like it” they picked up their thumb,
or formed a heart. Finally, we managed
to understand what they were trying
to say. We observed that a lot of handgestures are common in all countries,
although this has nothing to do with
the original human language but with
global codes of a connected world.

The hand is the only speech that is natural to human […] without teaching, human in all regions of the habitable world
doe at the first sight most easily understand1

...DAY1.H13:00.WITHOUT VOICE.INTR0DUCE YOURSELF.PAIRWORK....
Description:
Participants in pairs are asked
to make a video (1 to 5
minutes long) to introduce themselves by using only their hands.
Elements: Video camera.
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https://vimeo.
com/41370340

With this half-failed action, we got aware of our
limits. We were going to
return at this subject two
days later, once we feel the
need to.

References: 1. Bulwer John ”Chironomia“, sign language, body
language, Man Ray “Space Writting” , mimetic and theatrical art.

We never stop to think about the
act of thinking. Learning to think is
focused on the development of students’ critical thinking skills and habits of mind, although the idea that all
students should learn how to think
critically is relatively a new one.

Learning to think involves learning
to look at things in a different way;
getting out from the scene and leaving the subject role to change into
the viewer that observes the world
with “estrangement”.

.... DAY1. H15:00. LEARNINGTOTHINK . LECTURE.ALLTOGETHER . INSIDE...
Desription: Pay attention to the speech
“learning to think” as
it appears on the blackboard.

https://vimeo.
com/32111563

Speech by itself shows us
how ideas, terms and signs
suddenly appear in our
mind, making a diagram
that is interpreted in different ways, concerning
different situations.

References: J.P Guilford developed the idea of divergent and
convergent thinking
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During this course the statement of
“hands by themselves”, as independent beings and instruments to produce and also as a medium to communicate, know and feel, act and
work, love and kill was a thrill and a
challenge for us and for the students.
Through a multi-purpose strategy

designed from very apart points of
view we encouraged students to get
“defamiliarized” concerning this part
of their body.
We wanted them to discover challenging situations and consider the
world as a playground, and life, just
like a space-time to play with hands.

Language and the particular way to
use our hands is however something
peculiar to human beings; and what
is without any doubt the feature
that distinguishes us from animals
is our capacity to think; think about
the act of thinking; think about us
as if we were others; think about our

...DAY1.H16:00.ESTRANGEMENT.RECOLLECTING.GROUPWORK.OUTSIDE ....
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Description: Participants
have to make photos of
peoples’ hands inside or
outside the school of architecture. Later, once
they are being divided
into two teams they
have to consider as many
variables as possible to
describe hands in different fields.

https://vimeo.
com/32109244

The first aim of the course
had already been reached;
participants were looking
their hands with astonishment; as if it was the first
time they were seeing
them.

References: 1. Shklovski Victor
”Art as Technique“

hands as if they were independent
and autonomous. The way to teach
students to get defamiliarized from
usual objects, actions and situations
provide them with an outside eye,
like a camera that registers everything to be analyzed later.

I personally feel that defamiliarization is found almost everywhere form is found.... An
image is not a permanent referent for those mutable complexities of life which are revealed
through it; its purpose is not to
make us perceive meaning, but
to create a special perception of

....DAY1.H16:00.ESTRANGEMENT.RECOLLECTING.GROUPWORK.OUTSIDE ..
Elements: photo camera

the object - it creates a 'vision'
of the object instead of serving as a means for knowing it.1
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What is a hand? Which are the limits
that define it? Can a hand have six fingers? ¿ Or maybe, five, four, three, two,
one? And what about a hand with
no fingers? When we “got estranged”
hands, and these upper extremities of
the body were not linked with brain and
were placed far away from desires and
projects, they changed into images. It

was just then when that magic instant
happened and our speech about hands
turned into a discursive model that
worked as an unlimited and unfinished
cartography.
Inspired on Aby Warburg’s “Bilder Atlas” work, we created a ten meters long
poster, completely covered with words,
photos and drawings and we discov-

ered all kind of relationships through
multiple associations of images. We
found out unknown variables joined
in new categories through an exhaustive taxonomy. By observing the poster,
we were feeling that images were just
in the center of our experience. We realized that images were also carrying
memories and we made a montage
consisting in discontinuous and heterogeneous but connected times.
Thinking in images means a process of
thinking in qualitative values rather
than quantitative data, a process that is
based on synthesis rather than analysis.
In that way, we could definitely understand what a hand was.

...HANDSATLAS.DAY2.H15:00.PARAMETRISATION.PAIRWORK.INSIDE ....
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Description:
Participants in pairs, choose
variables - some of
them could be parametrized - that were incorporated to the poster
once translated into images.
Elements: PC, photo
camera, sketch paper,
pencils

It wasn’t easy to start the
process of cartography.
People showed some difficulties to understand
hands as objects of research, as insects. For
them, hands were hands
and were not used to see
their differences and their
analogies in order to create
categories.

First, we can look hands from geometric points of view: lengths, angles, proportions… and check the maximum and minimum
situations,
the
limit
situations.
There are no two hands alike. There are
no fingerprints alike. There are no nails
alike. There are no hand lines alike.

....HANDSATLAS.DAY2.H15:00.PARAMETRISATION.PAIRWORK.INSIDE ..
References: Aby Warburg Atlas

https://vimeo. https://vimeo.https://vimeo.
com/41425444 com/41424052 com/41424053
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Identity: Lifeline,
Dactile Prints, Accesories

Smelling: pleasure,

rejection, old, young,
healthy, ill, natural
artificial

Capacities: Holding,

Movement, Action,
Ententeinment, Hand
Made, Relationship,
Playing, Touching

Abilities: Commu-

nication,
Symbols,
Sound, Function, Art,
Sports

Experience: Work,
Health, Life style, Origin, Interaction

Final Aspect: Hairy,

Scars, Smooth, Stains,
Texture, Spots, Injuries, Hygienic, Leprus

Shape:

Incomplete

Distorsion:

Violence, Actions, Illnes,
Gender

Complete,

...HANDSATLAS.DAY2.H15:00.PARAMETRISATION.PAIRWORK.INSIDE ....
Description: We fill in
our poster and discuss
our observations.
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Everybody looked amazed.
I didnt know if it was because of the experienced
method with the public
brainstorming or it was because they discovered their
hands for the first time.

Parametric: Num-

ber and Length of
Fingers, Nails, Bones,
Width,
Thikness,
Length

Surface:
Finger,
Nails

Palms,

Angles: Horizontal P,
Vertical P

Feeling:

Te m p e r a t u r e ,
Strength, Density, Flexibility

....HANDSATLAS.DAY2.H15:00.PARAMETRISATION.PAIRWORK.INSIDE ..
At this point, we were exhausted. We knew what a
hand was and we felt that
if we change the limits we
would get into the field
where no-hands appear:
monster hands would take
place next day.
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of the masterpieces did not begin from
the painting as a whole but focusing in
hands. In order to make our research
even more specific, fascinating and
effective we created the category of
“monster hands” concerning a special
element in hands’ strange and monstrous aspect.
Although at a first sight it seemed that
the classical collections of the Prado
museum had little to show about “mon-

ster hands” in comparison with modern
art’s pieces, we came across with very
good examples.
In resume, we observed the extraordinary deformed hands of El Greco and
Goya and also the symbolic hands of
Ribera and Velazquez. Finally hands and
their peculiarities were also used as an
excuse to speak about those artists and
how they managed to open new paths
in art.

Jose de Ribera, Isaac and Jacob

Francisco de Goya, The Fates

Matthias Stom
The Incredulity of Saint Thomas
El Greco, Christ Clasping the Cross

Francisco de Goya
Saturn Devouring His Son

Diego Velazquez, Las Meninas

Francisco de Goya
Two Old Men Eating Soup

Jose de Ribera, The Blind Sculptor

As hostesses we thought that we could
take advantage of the visit of the museum of Prado and make an introduction about hands in art and especially
in painting. A huge majority of Prado’s
Museum paintings are based on the
human figure, therefore hands are presented almost everywhere in the museum and this could convert our visit in
an “estrangement” challenge.
In this peculiar visit the interpretation

...DAY2.H9:00.PRADOMUSEUM.EDUCATIONALVISIT.GROUPAL.OUTSIDE....
Description: We visit
Prado Museum to observe hands in paintings and find out “monster hands”
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The best interpretation
about monster hands came
from a young girl of the
group. When she saw the
dim hand of the painter
in “Las Meninas” painting
of Velazquez she said that
she couldn’t recognize the
distinction between the
hand and the paintbrush,
they were like one body.

Definitely for Velazquez his
hands were his paintbrushes, his life was his painting.

Experiencing the feeling of making without thinking when the hands were not
controlled by the mind was the main reason for the name of this session, “Hands
Free”. The metaphor of “Monster Hand”
had been introduced in order to speak
about the “hands out of the ordinary”,
in irrational, deformed, expanded and

disproportional ways. According to the
classification of the first day the research
for the physical limits of the hands had
been continued but this time applied to
the field of art. In the case of art and specifically in painting the investigation was
about the limits of the representation.
An hypothesis was formed according to

which, where, the limits of the representation begin to vanish is where the art
and we might say the thought in general
progress towards new horizons. The hand
becomes a “monster hand” when its stereotyped image changes, and let us see
the hand with new and unknown aspect
and properties.

....DAY2.H16:00. HANDS FREE.DEFORMINGACTION.PAIRWORK.INSIDE....
Description: The main
issue of the session is
to put hands into action
to fabricate a monster
hand.
Elements: scotch tape,
scissor or cutter, rubbish

http://bit.ly/IJJIzt

...Ariadne helped Teseo by
giving him a sword and a
ball of red fleece thread
that she was spinning, so
that he could find his way
out of the Minotaur’s labyrinth. It is said that Ariadne
was the first architect
because she managed to
leave away from the labyrinth.
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The main purpose in fabricating monster hands was to act without thinking.
The theme of monster hands itself liberates people from the need to make a
“perfect” hand, similar to the real ones.
The variety of hand production was really impressive. Organizers and participants were all surprised by their small
creations. Many of them were far more
interesting than some of the references

showed during the session. For exapmle a hand that was a whistle, two hands
pasted together, a box-hand, a hand
with long nails among many others. In
addition to the formal aspects of hands
in painting and sculpture in cinema
and science fiction, hands are not only
deformed but also have their own life.
There are many movies about the form
of the hands and the consequences that

the change of the anatomy may have in
daily life, for example in “Edward Scissors Hand” movie. The most significant
study of hand in art of moving image
is the war between the hand and mind
in our actions. So there are many examples of terror films where people are
threatened by their uncontrolled hands
and many of them form the question, is
everything in our hands or in our mind?

Mimmo Paladino Dono I, 1998

August Rodin, Hand Clenched

formances, with amplified
body signals and sounds,
have contributed to cyborg
discourses on the body…

Stelark, Third Hand
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The Third Hand has come
to stand for a body of work
that explored intimate interface of technology and
prosthetic augmentationnot as a replacement but
rather as an addition to the
body. A prosthesis not understood as a sign of lack,
but rather a symptom of
excess. The Third Hand per-

Julio Gonzalez, Hand Up

...DAY2.H16:00. MONSTER HANDS.DEFORMACTION.PAIRWORK.INSIDE....
While the participants
were fabricating their
monster hands, they could
see some modern art examples as well as some
“monster hands” that first
appeared in sculpture,
films and comics...

Feel for yourself that sense of achievement and exhilaration when you see before you the finished object of your labour, and how that object has in turn
made you more than you otherwise had been.1

Charles Addams, The addams Family

Marvel Comics, X-Men Origin, Wolverine

Dialogue from the Movie
“The Hand”, directed by
Drew Baldwin 2008

Akira Yoshida, Electra the Hand

-It’s all in your head.
-No, it’s all in my hands

Tim Burton, Edward Scissorhands

....DAY2.H16:00. MONSTER HANDS.DEFORMACTION.PAIRWORK.INSIDE..
References: 1. Daniel Miller “The
Power of Making”, Monster Hands
is a term extracted from the first
experimentation in the course
Dibujo Avanzado e Interpretación
Gráfica I, autumn 2011, Professor: Antonio Verd Herrero, ETSAM,
UPM.
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On Wednesday we worked with hands
as a communicative agent of language
and emotions. For this reason we made
an introduction to sign language and
flamenco dance to involve the participants in some initial thoughts concerning spoken and sign language and what

both mean about our way of thinking.
In this session we invited an expert in
sign language in order to make us an
introduction in its basic characteristics.
The questions we raised in the breakfast conversation were: Can we think
without language? Is Sign Language

a natural language or a code? Do prelingually deaf people speak when they
sleep? Can we perceive past memories
or abstract ideas without language?
Are there any characteristics of sign language that speech does not have? Does
sign language drag any stereotypes?

The study of deaf shows us that much of what is distinctively human in us - our capacities for language,
thought, communication and culture - do not develop automatically in us, are not just biological actions, but are, equally, social and historical in origin;1

...DAY3.H9:30.SIGN LANGUAGE.BREAKFAST DEBATE.GROUPAL.INSIDE ....
Description: Ιn an open
breakfast conversation
we introduce sign language and its peculiar
use of hands.
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Participants brought food
so as to have breakfast
while the conversation
about sign language took
place. After that, we saw a
sample of videos from several artists who dealt with
sign language and handsdance in their art works.

http://www.life h t t p : / / b i t. l y /
print.com/
JN2qNN
References: 1. Oliver Sacks “Seeing Voices”, Pina Bausch, Philippe
Decouflé, Jonathan Burrows,
Rainer Yvonne

The introductory exercise on sign language was to carry out a performance
in the classroom that in groups of four
participants had to prepare in advance.
A topic was given as a stimulus, although participants had some margins

of freedom to choose the working field
by themselves. From the five teams,
three were guided by the topic and two
worked in other areas such as audiovisual and music.
The principal aim was to invent a sign

language to narrate the chosen story
only by using hands, trying to be as
imaginative and evocative as possible
standing in a very distant future, where
nothing of this world would be like it is
nowadays.

....DAY3.H14:30.SIGN LANGUAGE.PERFORMANCE.GROUPWORK.INSIDE..
Description:
Participants suppose to be in
the future when earth’s
noise pollution has increased 3000%. People
wear ears protection
and have some special
equipped cabins to talk.
In their everyday life in
order to communicate
in the city they are us-

ing some future-sign
language. They have to
make a performance to
tell a story to their future friends.
Elements: A newspaper
or a song or a story, a
sign language dictionary, a futuristic background
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In this action most of the participants
inserted mimetic and theatrical elements in their dialogues. It possibly
happened because of the performance
format that involves the whole body,
without limiting the space, the point
of view and the framing. Some teams
limited their movements into some

space of the classroom by their own
decision, and others expanded them to
the maximum. Hands have been aptly
used in cases but in others it was difficult to recognize their intention. This
difficulty caused a lack of communication between the acting groups and the
“spectators” that had as a result a minor

public interaction after the presentations. However, during the preparation
process of the exercise, people interacted a lot within their teams working
with motivation and enthusiasm in the
creative part of the exercise, which in
this case was successfully worked.

Once verbal language and even the “verbal thought”
have disappeared the person goes into another state
of consciousness, lives and acts directly at a subcortical
level, that is to say, at very close unconscious level and
with a minimum of conscious control. Then acting is
not an intellectual and rational act but it is a direct expression of “something” more personal and deeper...1

...DAY3.H14:30.SIGN LANGUAGE.PERFORMANCE.GROUPWORK.INSIDE....
https://vimeo.
com/41244217
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Participants present their
sign language performance in the classroom
that was prepared as a theatrical scene with its audience, stage and lights.

References: 1. Marta Schinca “Corporal Expresion”

Poker’s vocabulary. Hand. One round
of play or the player’s cards. Tell. A conscious or unconscious signal, for instance, a gesture or the way someone
looks, that reveals some information
about the opponent’s hand. The
unconscious tells. An unconscious tell, is the one that
somebody makes when
he feels unobserved, or
doesn’t realise that he is doing it. An example is covering
the mouth with his hand, particularly if done frequently. This can
be an indication that he does not
have a strong hand. The deliberate tells. It’s where somebody intentionally tries to convey something. He may tell you a story, so
to speak, and you must figure
out whether what he is saying is
true or not.

....DAY3.H16:00.POKER BODY LANGUAGE.GAME.GROUPWORK.INSIDE..
Description: We make
a rapid introduction on
poker and it’s body language.

https://vimeo.
com/41246721

Poker players give a lot
of importance in the way
their playmates are using
their hands, holding the
cards or touching their face
in order to understand if
they are sincere or not.
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Like all parts of human body, hands are
an articulated extremity of expression
that explores and helps to be located
in space, find references and discover
the body axis in balance. Hands in
flamenco break the harmony and balance of the lines that arms create. Flamenco hands moves inward and outward, transmitting strength, freedom
and allowing improvisation; hands are
mysterious and reflect the most intimate and intense human feelings.

Variants according to the different
origins, places or interpreters, gives at
flamenco styles not only richness but a
proper character which is reflected in
the expression of hands. In the “soleá”
they are dramatic, in “tangos” are festive in “bulería” are spontaneous, in
“farruca” are brave and in “seguiriya”
are tragic. The meaning of the hands
in flamenco is linked to each of those
styles as part of the ritual of a collective
participation accompanied by singing,

dancing, guitar and percussion, whose
common denominator is the rhythm.
You can get 700.000 different positions;
using combinations of arms, the wrists
and fingers1 depending on the cultural, natural, social, familiar or personal
experience, these positions will have
different meanings, allowing multiple
options for hands action in dance. To
explain the great flexibility, mobility and
expressiveness of hands several studies
come to the conclusion that the human

...DAY3.H17:00.FLAMENCO DANCE.PERFORMANCE.GROUWORK.INSIDE....
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Description: Forming a
circle we practice extension and flexion movements of our five fingers and hands and we
do wrists rotations from
outside towards inside
and backwards.
Elements:
Flamenco
music, free space

https://vimeo.
com/41366319

Learn about flamenco art in
an academic scope, through
direct experience, has also
been an approach to an important part of Spanish culture and also a way of expression for Roma people, always
with respect and without
recourse to the stereotypic
topic, unfortunately too common for the foreigners.

References: La
niña de los cupones
1. Flora Davis
“No Verbal Communication”,
2. Marta Schinca http://bit.ly/
“Corporal Ex- Jth4t4
pression”

brain cortical fields for hands and fingers
are much more extensive and differentiated than those corresponding to other
segments of the body members. They are
ten times more important than this were
feet are involved2. Art Therapy in movement explores hands, with and from
hands, in order to be autonomous
and speak by themselves, as mean of
exploring positions to learn how to be
free.

The most outstanding result of this day
activity was the alternative way to know
about two groups such as the deaf or
the Roma - who are rarely integrated
in our society - through their practices,
certainly vital for them. Rather than
learning “by teaching” we learned “by
doing” as a more positive approach.
Rather than talking on exclusion problems we focused on the peculiar - cultural and civic - practices of these

groups with special interest on the subject of the course. As our approach was
from a ludic and creative standpoint, we
explored the possibility that unknown
worlds can offer in the creative process.

....DAY3.H17:00.FLAMENCO DANCE.PERFORMANCE.GROUWORK.INSIDE..
Description: After the
short introduction in
flamenco movement
the group is divided in
the smaller ones that
previously worked in
sign language conversation, and repeat it adding flamenco elements.
Elements:
Flamenco
music, free space

https://vimeo.
com/41243725

It’s interesting to observe
the transformation that
the previous dialogues suffered when introducing the
flamenco elements. The
participants’ body attitude
turned out to be more relaxed, open and spontaneous than it was previously.
Their facial expression
showed what was also con-

firmed verbally; they were
happy. Introducing simple
hands movements and involving all their body, provided dynamism within the
conversation established
through space.
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The fourth day of the experimental
workshop we addressed hands as the
main agent of the body to produce
sound, music, rhythms and sequences.
We emphasized the fact that we do not
only hear through ears but also through
our body. We started connecting the
previous day activities, through flamenco practice in class, this time adding a
basic introduction to the technique of
the castanets.
Castanets are a percussion instrument

of great difficulty. They enable the creation of different spaces and can be
played in different positions of arms
(open and closed), static or in motion.
They sound when tapped gently between them, or with different parts
of the body (hips, shoulders, arms,
hands…) allowing endless combinations. They need an absolute and complete use of hands as they depend on
the palm and on all of the fingers at the
same time.

With the four fingers of both hands (a
and b) we play castanets in this way:
1. Little a – little b – ring a – ring b –
middle a – middle b – index a – index
b-index a – index b – middle a – middle
b – ring a – ring b – little a - little b.
2. Little a – middle b – ring a – middle
b - middle a – middle b – index a –
middle b
3. Twice little a – middle b – Twice ring
a – middle b – Twice middle a – middle
b – Twice index a – middle b
4. Middle a – middle b – middle a
– middle b – middle a – middle b –
middle a – middle b (pi-ta–pi-ta–pita–pi-ta…)

...DAY4.H9:30.CASTANETS.INSTRUMENTAL PRACTICE.GROUPAL.INSIDE....
Description: We work
with sound produced
by hands, by hands and
objects, and by hands
and instruments; like
castanets.
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Sitting around the table
we practiced the castanets’
technique.

https://vimeo.
com/41371894
https://vimeo.
com/41371435
https://vimeo.
com/41371040

We learned some key points of our hands
that disable without hurting the enemy.
We learned to defend ourselves with the
least waste of energy and by the safest
way for our body and hands, focusing

our attention on anticipating the body
and hands´ movements of our enemy.
This moment turned to be of great interest for the participants and teachers who
came along their program and changed

their role. All of us were interested in the
subject and we asked many questions to
our partner while we were trying to practice in pairs the martial arts’ techniques
presented in class.

....DAY4.H12:00.NINJUTSU.UNPREDICTABLE ACTION.GROUPAL.INSIDE ...
Description: Everybody
attends the Jean’s lesson about the Japanese
Martial Art Ninjutsu.
Elements: Raw, free
space.

https://vimeo.
com/41421994

At the end of the previous
action an unpredictable
activity was realized. One
of the participants is offered to show us certain
moves that involve hands
at Japanese martial art
Ninjutsu. It was one of the
most relevant moments
where participants were
closed in approach within

the group. Body contact
is a significant catalyst in
such cases, resetting the
time and space, and places
the subjects in here and
now.
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Introduce castanets in a ludic way motivated the group and worked as a cohesive element. Participants did collaborate in space and time and managed
to keep the rhythm and the “compas”
of “seguiriya” at once. We observed that
playing the castanets was the activity
where participants had been most concentrated throughout the workshop.
They also discovered a new form of
communication through castanets, that
is proven by the fact of the works presented at the end of the course; participants interacted with people through
castanets (indicating that this instrument was pretty exciting for them).
As part of the production of the mobile’s
ringtone we identified three approaches. Some groups of students were guided from the hands issue and produced
sounds only with them, marking the difference in the rhythm and coordination
among the team members. Others were
more imaginative as they made use
of their hands interacting with other
members of their body like feet, mouth,
hips as well as various sound-objects.

There were also teams that ignored the
rules by using objects that their hands
were simply holding although the produced sound was sometimes more attractive. This exercise emphasized the
need of coordination and team collaboration in more than a sensory level. As
teamwork, they have to collaborate not

only on the musical interpretation of
the new sound but also in the production and experimentation of it.
This process alerts senses like hearing
and kinaesthetic (sense provided by the
movement), that are often forgotten in
the academic context.

...DAY4.H11:00.RINGTONE.PRODUCTION.GROUPWORK.INSIDE&OUTSIDE....
Description: Generate a
mobile ringtone made
only by hands’ sounds.
Elements: Objects that
sound, video camera,
mobile phone
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The sound of the mobile
ringtone made by hands
was recorded and presented at the end of the day.

https://vimeo.
com/41423727
https://vimeo.
com/32395817
http://soundcloud.com/workingwithhands

References:
Carmen Amaya,
Evelyn Glennie,
Mayumana,
Cleary&Harding,
Perpetuum
Jazzile-Rain Or- h t t p : / / b i t. l y /
Kcx2aQ
chestra

....DAY4.H17:00.MADRID HANDS.CITY ACTION.GROUPWORK.OUTSIDE ..
Description: Make a
video that takes place
in the city of Madrid.
Participants, in teams
of four, should interact with people in the
streets without speaking since their hands
are the protagonists.

https://vimeo.com/38781118
https://vimeo.com/38789458
https://vimeo.com/39571914
https://vimeo.com/39572187
https://vimeo.com/39572519

This exercise was the most
motivating. Participants
were implicated in a both
sentimental and ludic way.
They experimented with
most of the “concepts” introduced along the workshop; knitting, castanets,
sign language, monster
hands.

Their major surprise, and
ours as well, was the effect that communication
and interaction with everyday people in the streets,
metro, bars and shops, can
have in the intensity of our
emotions and perception
of the city and of life.
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... DAY5.H10:00.SCARF MONTAGE.CLOSING ACTION.GROUPAL.INSIDE....
Description: Before
seeing the participants’ videos, we
gathered all the
textiles they made
through the week in
order to join them for
the last action, the
scarf-montage.
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....DAY5.H10:00.SCARF MONTAGE.CLOSING ACTION.GROUPAL.INSIDE ..
Definitely, we deeply experienced the city, art
and life like a playground
where we left our hands
to guide us. In this playground, by closing the
course, we made with all
of our knitting textiles a
scarf; an overall metaphor
for the whole course that
looked like an artwork. An

educational project of collaborating hands where
the resemblance of the
Dadaist “exquisite corpse”,
is seen as a different way
of learning through a collective consciousness of a
sense of diversity, empathy
and synergy.
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LEARNING TO THINK:
To think is so natural that we
never stop thinking about
it. Learning to think focuses
on the development of students’ critical thought skills
and mind habits. However, the idea that
all our students should learn to think
critically, is a relatively new one.
Skills, abilities, and aptitudes are similarly related but distinct, descriptions
of what a person can do. Skills are a
backward looking description. Skills
describe what a person has learned to
do in the past. Abilities are a present
description. Abilities describe what a
person can do now. Aptitudes are a
forward looking description. Aptitudes
describe what a person has the ability
to do in the future. They describe what
a person can learn to do.
PRADO MUSEUM:
The fact of using hands
while making art, and the
construction of a “Monster
Hand” were the main objectives of the second day. The
term Monster Hand, was the metaphor
used to describe the hands which, physically or representatively, extend or lose
their limits. Before the creation of that
type of hands, it was considered to have
some art references. A visit to the Prado
40

Museum for the exploration of “Monster
Hands” in paintings was required. The
“monster hands hunting” with the students in the paintings provide us with
very highlighted examples. The hands
in the paintings of Velazquez, El Greco,
Goya and many other painters, had a
symbolic value and also a strong role in
the way the body was configured.

SCIENCE FICCION HANDS:
After visiting the Prado Museum, the
students in class make up a sample of
some monster hands. At the same time
a conference and dialogue about the
monster hands of comics and cinema
was carried out. Several movies opened a
discussion about the
relationship between
hands and mind. In
such movies hands do
not succumb to the
demands that come
from the mind or they
are even autonomous

entities (The Thing of The
Addams Family). “Edward
Scissorhands” or the hands
of “Superheroes” give space
to speak about how the
anatomy of the hand has been an inspiration to movie directors.
SIGN LANGUAGE:
On the third day of the Workshop we spoke about sign
language starting in a breakfast conversation with all the
participants. Can we think
without language? Is Sign Language
a natural language or a code? Do prelingually deaf people speak when they
sleep? Can we perceive past memories
or abstract ideas without language?
Are there any sign language features
that speech does not have? Our questions were based on Oliver’s Sacks’ book
“Seeing Voices”. We quote in here some
of the book’s extracts in order to try answering all these questions.
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OCW “Working With Hands”: http://ocw.upm.es/didactica-dela-expresion-corporal/working-with-hands
HipoTesis “Sobre las Manos”: http://www.hipo-tesis.eu/numero_hipo_i.html
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COVER ME LATINA
When summer was still hitting
and the academic year had
barely begun in the School
of Architecture of Madrid, Basurama collective invited us to
make an action in the empty
space left by the premature
demolition of the Cebada
public swimming pool where
EXYZT collective had installed
a linear structure leading a
water channel. Aware of our
incapacity to deny any creative invitation, we accepted
at once to carry out an action
that appeared almost spontaneously from the visit to that
place: as our eight feet - we
were Amann, Pardo, Delso and
Argota – drew circles in the
water and soaking our feet in
the water the sun heated our
heads till the boiling point. In
the way for the beers we imagined our oasis in the unshaded
city. In less than 24 hours we
mobilized our students, friends
and members of collectives we
were involved in. We informed
with papers on the trees to the
Latina neighborhood to invite
any random person who wanted to participate. CÚBREME
LATINA: tomorrow, Thursday

evening, we will make a large
cover for the Island space in La
Cebada. Bring used but clean
sheets, a needle, a thread
spool and a thimble. Around
five o´clock, a non professional
army of seamstresses and knitters occupied la Cebada. They
came down carrying their materials. The floor was getting
covered and crowded gradually, at the same time. We were
somehow strangers making
the biggest cover thanks to the
abilities that our ancestors - females - had got in our brains:
sewing textiles and conversations with energy and words.
Some hours later, when the
sun had already gone, our exquisite corpse made of stitches
and friendship was ready to
put up and cover unnecessarily our meeting place although
we had no idea how to do it..
We improvised with knots and
ropes, and finally we could
extend that huge and diverse
sheet, made of different remnants, as all of us. It just stood a
while. Too much weight for Latina that couldn´t bear all of us.
However we came back home
full of her.
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22 de noviembre 2011_ 19:45

-HALL ETSAM OCUPADO_martes

21 de noviembre 2011_ 19:30

-HALL ETSAM TRANSORMADO_lunes

-BARRIO DE SALAMANCA_

jueves 17 de noviembre 2011_00:00

14 de noviembre 2011_ 11:32

-HALL ETSAM VACIO_lunes
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2010 Etsam. Amann, Albarrán, Garcia-Rosales, Moran, Pardo, San Millán, Soriano, Ribot, Ioannes Busca. Publicacion Speculactions. Isbn_978-84-940020-8-3; Made by Atxu Amann, Gonzalo Pardo y Fernando Morán.

May getting bored be a lot of fun? A
real setting is necessary to learn to
take pleasure in everyday things. It
does not get any better than reusing old items of places which have
been pervaded with other people’s experience. After the lounge
was livened up with Laura’s muffins, Jaime’s hot chocolate, Charlie’s cookies US-biscuits GB, Gon’s
fruits…, there was nothing left but
to choose a set of needles and to
start knitting compulsively while
having a chat about small events
in life.
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LA EXTERIORIDAD
It seems there is no good movie without a flashback. This text belongs to those that are normally
on Javier´s desk in one of those frequent occasions
that PhD students, teachers and friends pass by
and have a conversation. More than a year ago, this
reading disturbed us, inspired us and encouraged
us to be involved in this project that is now concluded.
Atxu Amann, Josefina Flores, Efi Giannopoulou, Anthi Kosma, Lola Martinez, Gonzalo Pardo, Katerina
Psegiannaki, Javier Seguí de la Riva, Angelique Trachana, Tania Ugena.
EI cuerpo es el límite entre la interioridad
y la exterioridad. Pero es un límite en
agitación, inquieto e inquietante. Que
contiene una memoria y una escucha
que se derrama en movimientos. Hablar,
ver y danzar (y mover las manos) son los
movimientos del límite que arrastran Ia
interioridad fabricando la envolvencia,
la oquedad, el espacio, el comienzo, el
olvido, el mundo.
Las palabras emiten sonidos que
arrastran sentimientos y producen
reacciones. Las miradas separan las
cosas del cuerpo, espacian, alejan y
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alertan. Las manos generan ámbitos
de espontaneidad, fabrican amplitud.
Las palabras crean el envoltorio lengua,
el aura denominativa, el espacio
resonante y musical. Los ojos fabrican el
envoltorio distancia, diferencia, objetos
dispuestos (sombras, luz). La mana crea
el envoltorio lugar, uso, doble, cuerpo
virtual. Habla, miradas y ademanes
cristalizan en hábitos (habitar) que
son el envolvente del cuerpo, el mesoespacio-Iugar, desocupación primera.

The body is the boundary between interiority
and exteriority. But it
is a limit on agitation,
restless and disturbing.
Entorno del cuidado. Luego la agitación
colectiva, en la que tal movimentalidad
resuena, se presenta como mundo

social, político y productivo, colectivo,
preexistente.
La agitación ritualizada en ese mundo
produce las envolturas genéricas, la
exterioridad radical: la música, las artes

Hands generate fields
of spontaneity and
fabricate amplitude.
plásticas, la arquitectura, la ciudad.
Escuchar es llenar el recipiente del
alma o dejar que sea atravesado. Ver es
rechazar, emitir luz, separar, constituir
lo inasible (lo inalcanzable). Moverse
es envolverse, generar la primera
envoltura, iniciar el espacio.
Dibujar es consignar las figuras de los
movimientos del cuerpo y las manos.
Un dibujo es un mundo envolvente
concentrado en un marco. Por eso
puede entenderse dejando que se
expanda hasta englobar el cuerpo.
Dibujar es fabricar la proximidad
exterior.

La escultura puede entenderse como
la concentración convexa de acciones
manuales cóncavas, como un espacio
envolvente concentrado envolviendo Ia
materia donde se trabaja. Estas afueras
próximas se ven mal, son demasiado
cercanas para ser apreciadas con los
ojos como lejanías inalcanzables.
Los dibujos (y maquetas) son
directamente las ideas, los modelos
activos de recorridos y de cosas (ver).
La arquitectura es absoluta exterioridad,
el envoltorio por antonomasia. Ya un

Speech,gazes and gestures crystallize into
habits that are the envolvement of the body.
mundo más lejano que el de Ia acción
pero más próximo que los demás. La
arquitectura remite a la resonancia de
los Iímites, es otro cuerpo, la envolvente

de un alma colectiva (o mejor, social) que
siempre es invisible como envolvencia,
como oquedad. Mirar la arquitectura es

Draw is to consign the
figures of the body and
hands movements.

distanciarse hasta salirse de ella.
La arquitectura se genera como idea
en Ia distancia próxima, en el espacio
de las manos, luego, reproducida en
edificio, se aleja al mundo inalcanzable.
Los interiores de la arquitectura, como
todos los interiores, son inabarcables,
inimaginables, son memoria, tiempo
cristalizado invisible, oquedad que
resuena con la oquedad, interiores
de un cuerpo limite petreo, inmovil
o, mejor, sin agitación. La luz interior
que nace de la agitación apasionada
se compensa con la luz exterior en la
que la arquitectura (y toda las obras
de arte) relucen, brillan, comparecen
en Ia exterioridad como obstáculos

distribuidos.
Estar envueltos es la resonancia del
cuerpo que se agita conteniendo un
interior. Y de componente reflexivo
pasa a ser fenómeno inevitable. Estar
bien envueltos (envueltos en paz o en
pasión) es una correspondencia entre
la agitación exteriorizante del almacuerpo y los ecos (no la visión) de la
envoltura.

The sculpture can be
understood as the convex concentration of
concave manual actions.

La arquitectura que canta el Eupalinos
es la arquitectura que puede dejarse de
ver porque su resonancia recoge.
Este texto está extraido del cuaderno de JAVIER SEGUÍ Dibujar
Proyectar XXXVII Cuerpo Manos 1, Instituto Juan de Herrera,
Madrid, 2012
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